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Host Feedback: 100% Net Promoter Score
Schuyler has received outstanding feedback from CEOs, deans, college presidents, state
senators, diversity and inclusion officers, students, LGBTQ leaders, continuing educators and a
full range of other company and non-profit officials who have hosted him. Probably the most
meaningful feedback is that 100% of his hosts recommend him to others.
You are a rock star! The kids today are still floating from our skype call yesterday. You are
really an inspiration. The students found your casual approach calming and relaxing.
Thank you, thank you, thank you for making me a proud educator.
Dee Kalman, Tenafly Middle School, NJ
Schuyler as an amazing young man who's had a remarkable journey and shares his
perspective and insight in a beautiful and non-confrontational way.
State Street Bank, MA
Schuyler’s participation exceeded our expectations. He was a gracious and eloquent
speaker, sharing his own experiences in direct dialogue with those represented onstage.
Harvard University ART, MA
He was very personable and funny, but also quite professional. … a down to earth man who
just wants to shine light on trans people in athletics through an intimate conversation on
what it means to be a trans athlete.
I also really liked when he set some ground rules and made everyone comfortable to ask
questions. I thought that was a really key and important piece.
Amherst College, MA
Schuyler was a HUGE success. He far exceeded my expectations. His authenticity, good
humor and use of story was so incredibly effective. He also did an amazing job of honestly
and directly answering the audience’s questions. Authentic, honest, powerful and
insightful… you made a huge impact on the audience.
Jay Rapp, National Association for Independent Schools
We are profoundly grateful for your engagement with us at TJX today. The sessions were
amazing and we’re getting great feedback from the participants! Through your honestly,
candor and humor, you are definitely opening minds and shifting views.
TJX / T.J. Maxx, MA
He is honest and vulnerable and asks the audience to do the same. The Q&A portion is really
the meat of his presentation.
MEDA - Multi-service Eating Disorders Association
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I have already recommended him to our 4th & 5th grade teachers.
Lycee School Of NYC
You were, by far, the most engaging, informative and heart-felt I’ve ever experienced. You
are phenomenal!
Harvard University
I've incorporated Schuyler's Olympic Channel video into my ninth grade "Community,
Culture, and Transitions" curriculum this year.
Steven Lee, Edmond Burke School, DC
He has an uncanny way to relate to middle school boys as well as parents who might be
closed-minded.
Andrew West, The Browning School, NY
Schuyler was wonderful as always. His talk and the conversation was so engaging and open.
Barbara Swanson, New York State Association of Independent Schools (NYSAIS)
He is so insightful and wise beyond his years. He is so personable and his story just pulls you in.
Shira Evans, Dartmouth College, NH
His work with both small and large groups was stellar. Schuyler really made an impact on our
community.
Sabrina Spiegel-Zurkuhlen, Calhoun, NY
Something that was very neat for our team was realizing how “normal” Schuyler really is.
TEDxJHU, MD
Schuyler did a great job providing essential information in a way that was quick, engaging,
educational, and non-overwhelming for those unfamiliar with trans terminology.
Kenyon College, OH
He’s a very charismatic person with an important story to share.
Newton North School, MA
Schuyler is such an eloquent speaker, and he is extremely relatable, even if you think you
have hardly anything in common with him.
Quinnipiac University, CT
Schuyler’s approach also provided a safe space for participants to ask questions and
Schuyler was candid, witty, and thoughtful in his responses. It was perfectly on point.
Harvard University Title IX Program Officers
As someone who leads the middle school life skills program, I have relied on your story (for 34 years now) to help shape curriculum on issues related to sex and gender.
St Albans, DC
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Schuyler is a person who is not afraid to have conversations with others who may hold very
different perspectives and beliefs. He is able to find ways to connect and encourage
them to ask him all sorts of questions. His speech reminded us that sometimes self-care can
also happen in the form of changing our perspectives on how we approach conversations
with others.
Pacific Islander Desi Heritage Month Committee, UW Madison Multicultural Student Center, WI
It's as if he's been doing this for decades - so poised, funny, engaging with a powerful and
personal story to tell that connects to the audience in multiple ways.
Douglas Neuman, Buckingham, Browne & Nichols, MA
So much of his talk is about needing to be who you are and can resonate with anyone. It
was pretty amazing to have the message delivered in such a down to earth and relatable
way.
Carmine Giovino, Berkeley Carroll School, NY
The kids felt incredibly validated by your presence and your presentation. I think that your
effect on them cannot even be measured. I wanted to thank you for that experience and
for helping me become a better advisor to my kids. I will value those insights for the rest of
my career.
Shady Side Academy, PA
Students and adults were able to see parts of their own stories in his story, even if their
identities were very different. Many of our students are calling his assembly the best they
have ever attended...
Emily Fetting, Bryn Mawr School, MD
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